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Math

Reading

Language Arts

This week we focused on making our "reading" match the 

pictures.  Our words had to match what was happening 

on the exact page we were on.  We also focused on 

reading our books with expression.  This means making 

our voice match the character that was talking.  The 

students also focused on saying exactly what the 

characters say within the book.  We also focused on text 

at our Kindergarten level.  We used expression when 

noticing a question mark, pointed under words, and 

made sure our guesses to unknown words made sense 

(focusing on the 1st sound within a word).

This week we learned about the importance of adding details 

to our stories as we wrote them.  We are working on asking 

ourselves questions about our story such as who, where, and 

what are the characters doing.  This helped us in adding details 

to our pictures and words.  We also continued getting more 

and more sounds down onto our paper.  We used our alphabet 

linking chart on our folder for this, the alphabet strip in the room, 

and the word wall to help us as we write.  Miss T. slowed us 

down a bit in writing in order for all students to be able to get 

detailed pictures that teach me something or tell me a story, 

and to help us get more and more words onto paper. All the 

students were also shown how to write a sentence if we are 

ready for that! :)

In math our main focus was "reading" 5 frames and 10 

frames.  Did you know when the top row is all filled in a 10 

frame we can say, "5" and then count on from there? We 

are also focusing on filling 5 frames, then discussing how 

many boxes are filled, how many are empty and adding 

those two numbers together.  Miss T. wrote many number 

sentences to represent this! 

This week we continued our talk about synergizing and 

finished our big fish. We also go a visit from Mrs. Butto.  

She taught us the importance of growing our brain and 

NEVER giving up.  We know to take a risk and try our best 

and that mistakes make our brain grow!!! 

see 

my

*Be sure to review all 

the others we have 

learned!*

The Feelings Book

Mouse Was Mad

Tough Boris

When Harriett Was 

Angry



Other Information

Important Dates

This Week's Star Student

*Please return all poetry notebooks on Mondays.  Remember 

to find words that start with a sound, sight words, and have 

your child read it using reading fingers.  There is so much you 

can do with poems! 

*Please continue to practice tieing our shoes and zipping 

our favorite coats.

*If you volunteered to bring in chopped apples, please 

make sure your child has them for Friday.  We will be doing 

our first STEM experiment at 10am.  If you are putting them in 

a container-please make sure it is labeled.  THANKS for the 

support!!!! 

*September 27th-Apple Day-Parents picked to 

help will be notified later this week or very early 

next week.

*October 4th-Walkathon-see note from office 

about this that already went home! :) 

*October 4th-PTO Movie Night

*October 11th-NO SCHOOL

*October 23rd and 24th-Parent Teacher 

Conferences

*October 24th and 25th-NO SCHOOL

Lucy Edwards



This Week's Star Student


